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Suzy Nightingale travels to Holland to discover how
perfumers are putting the ‘fab’ into fabric conditioner…

Twenty-five minutes on a train from the canals

of Amsterdam you find yourself in the heart of a city called
Hilversum, home to one of IFF’s [International Flavors &
Fragrance] Centres of Excellence – this one specialising
in fabric care. Within this vast, maze-like building are
laboratories of expert perfumers, rooms full of washing
machines, towering stacks of towelling squares with teams
of evaluators carefully sniffing them at various stages of
testing and countless offices for the hundreds of workers
behind making your fabric smell exactly how you
expect clean washing should.
But as I learned while spending a day
touring the centre, what ‘clean’ smells
like is utterly dependent on where
you live in the world and your own
personality traits.
And the days of perfumers for
‘functional fragrances’ (as they’re
known) remaining cloistered and
anonymous in their labs are over.
Domestic fragranced products of all
kinds are now flagging up the hand
of the perfumer in their creations.
Though you may not have realised it,
there are powerful connections between
the world of fine perfumery and fabric care,
with some brands now proudly stamping ‘Blended
by Perfumers’ on the front of their fabric conditioner (and
detergent) bottles – a direct transition from the world of
niche fine perfumery which began celebrating the ‘noses’
by highlighting their names on perfume bottles.
And when it says ‘Blended by perfumers’, this isn’t a
mere marketing ploy. (Although of course it adds perceived
value to the product.) These perfumers did indeed train at
the very same schools as the Master Perfumers we know

and admire from their designer fragrance creations. Indeed,
many have worked across fine perfumery, body and skincare
ranges, as well as fabric care.
Using ‘Blended by Perfumers’ on the bottles is just
the start of the image makeover fabric conditioners (or
‘fab cons’ as they’re referred to in industry shorthand)
are undergoing. As Senior Perfumer at the IFF Hilversum
Centre of Excellence, Ricardo Moya, chuckles: ‘There are
some projects we receive now where they specifically
request it “must be signed by a French perfumer”
– and so we have to make sure the creator is
indeed French. But as with any fragrance,
there’s actually a whole team of people
involved in any final creation.’
Ricardo explained that IFF demands
all their perfumers are ‘fully rounded’
in their training. ‘At one point
you might be creating scents for
shampoos, then you may create
a perfume for a designer house’s
brief – and next a fabric conditioner.
Perfumers need to know how to do all
of these things well before doing any of
them brilliantly. Perfumers are assigned
mentors at IFF; yours might spot you have a
natural aptitude for working in a particular area –
and you have the chance to specialise in that.’
When working on fabric conditioners, ‘noses’ can’t
always use the same raw materials as those for fine
perfumery – but some do work perfectly. Aldehydes – the
synthetic notes that makes Chanel No.5 sparkle like a glass
of Champagne – have long been used in fabric care, as they
withstand high temperatures so well. Ricardo also explained
that fabric conditioner products use far greater quantities
of patchouli than the mainstream perfumery world.
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essential to fabric
conditioner fragrances
– it smells fresh yet
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complex
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‘Patchouli is essential to fabric conditioner fragrances –
it can smooth out compositions, smells fresh yet warm,
comforting and yet still complex.’
As I’m led into one of the many offices within the centre,
an array of multi-coloured fabric conditioner bottles from
around the world has been lined up on the table – a small
sample of the huge number of brands IFF create the
fragrances for. These colours, it turns out, are central to the
highly coded world of the fabric care industry. Some bottles
are extraordinarily sophisticated - even resembling perfume
flacons themselves: black with golden tops, bejewelled, or
soft pastels with romantic botanical illustrations. Others are
more functionally presented in clean, streamlined bottles
with minimal text.
What exactly do those colours signify? Well they’re
certainly not just chosen only to catch the eye. If your fabric
conditioner has a predominant colour on the bottle, it’s
designed directly to appeal to your emotions, giving a
subconscious clue to what you expect it to smell like. And
this colour coding’s complicated – the result of endless
hours of research, focus groups and psychological profiling
of global customer behaviour.
Because as Emily Flood – Global Category Manager
for Fabric Conditioner at IFF – told me, ‘When people say
“fresh” they mean different things all over the world. In
Europe we may mean fresh air or meadows of wild flowers,
but in other markets “fresh” is actually associated with an
Oriental accord. We actually ask those members of the
public who are testing products to create mood boards, so
we can see exactly what emotion the fragrance is creating
for them and what they envisage when smelling it.’
So: white or pale blue coloured bottles and liquids
represent customers who like ‘pure’ and more traditional
soapy scents, while yellow denotes ‘sunshine freshness’.
When tinged toward golden, yellow moves into the luxury
realm of creamy, ‘pearl-like’ fragrances – for instance,
in Brazil, the sweeter the better, with customers there
preferring gourmand scents (swirling with vanilla, perhaps),
despite their steamy climate.
Deep purples and jewel-like tones, meanwhile, are for
the ‘sensorial’ consumer who favours longer-lasting, more
exotic or fashionably perfumed fabric conditioners. (These
types, I’m told, will often reach for add-on ‘Scent Booster’
products to add to their already highly perfumed wash - see
examples opposite.) Peaches and lavenders are aimed at
those who look for conditioners that will nourish their
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THE 10 SNIFF-TESTS YOUR FABRIC
CONDITIONER MUST PASS…
Are you using the latest washing machine that’s
so high-tech it’s practically sentient – or a toploading tub that’s creakily nearing its pension?
And is that machine located in the kitchen –
where clean washing smells fight with whatever
exotic cuisine you’re cooking – or a separate
laundry room? Are you hanging it out to dry in
the shady garden of a country house in Surrey,
from a sultry balcony in Rio – or perhaps using
a drying cycle on the machine, wherever you
happen to be located in the world?
These are the factors that the perfumers
creating fabric conditioners have to consider.
With slipping into clean, fresh sheets recently
cited as being near the top of the list of life’s
pleasures, for many people, it’s perhaps not
surprising that every creation must go through
the following tests at the IFF Centre of Excellence
to ensure the fragrance performs exactly as
expected at every single stage – whether you’re
using a delicate cycle for lacy undergarments or
boiling the hell out of an old towel…
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Opening pack/bottle (a.k.a. ‘POP’, short for
‘Point Of Purchase’)
Pouring
Out of machine (if in a machine wash market)
Soaking (if handwash market)
Hanging
While drying
Folding
First wear (or sleep, in the case of bedlinen)
End of day
Second wear/sleep

Top row: ‘exotic’ and ‘pure’
conditioners – and a peek inside
the lab at Hilversum
Second row: just a few of the
many varied washing machines
used for trials, and lavender
Third row: scent ‘boosters’,
patchouli - an incredibly widelyused ingredient – and some of
the emerging super-luxurious
packaging designs
Bottom row: vanilla – with more
examples of the changing face
of fabric conditioners
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If the scent
alters, even a
bit, they get
really upset
with us
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fabric, while still being kind to their skin.
If you haunt the laundry aisle, you may also have noticed
an increasing number of bling-ed out bottles with dark
backgrounds and sexy fonts; these, I’m told, are strictly
for the fashion-forward customer who demands their
fabric conditioner looks - and smells – as good as their
eau de parfum. And green? Perhaps least surprisingly, this
highlights sustainability for customers who are on the hunt
for eco-friendly products.
Fulfilment of expectation is key at every stage of a fabric
conditioner’s fragrance – from the moment you spot it on
the shelf to long after you have washed, ironed, put away
those sheets or your favourite garments and pulled them
from the cupboard ready to use again. (See the panel on
‘10 Sniff Tests’ on the previous page for a run-down of
those stages.). And that’s after these products have already
passed required tests for skin sensitivity factors.
Walking around the centre, as I gazed in awe at what
seemed like hundreds of examples of differing washing
machines used around the world, while breathing in the allpervading, steamily clean air, Emily again pointed out how
personal the choice of fabric conditioner is – and how vital
it is for some customers that the scent doesn’t change.
For instance, it often turns out that the “pure”
consumers [white or blue bottles, remember?] will be
washing their babies’ clothes with those liquids. As Emily
explains, ‘Sometimes, we may have to alter a fabric
conditioner formulation because of a change in the
regulations governing which ingredients can and can’t be
used, and at what levels. If we have to remove something
from a fragrance, it can take ages to reformulate – because
for those customers in particular, the smell absolutely must
not change.’ With parents, then, we’re not just talking
about the scent of a fabric conditioner – this is the very
scent of their baby that’s at stake. ‘And if it alters, even a
bit, they get really upset with us.’
And it dawns on me: the perfumers behind these
products are actually creating the everyday scents that
people we care deeply about happen to smell of. After all,
who hasn’t buried their face in the favourite sweater of a
loved one away for too long and breathed in ‘their’ scent
– or eschewed a particular washday brand after a breakup
because it smells too painfully like ‘them’…?
Understanding all of this, it’s hard not to agree with
those who claim that laundry care may be a far more
technically challenging area for perfumers to work in
than fine fragrance – where the only real worry is about
smelling nice on skin that (we can only hope) is not likely to
experience a boil wash or spin cycle any time soon...
As fragrance fanatics, we know that an eau de parfum
creates and provokes sensorial memories. But after my visit
to the secret world of laundry care at Hilversum, I for one
shall never walk down the laundry aisle of a supermarket in
quite the same way. Or so casually pour a capful of fabric
conditioner in the drawer of my machine on washday.
And I wonder: what scent and colour-coded message is
your fabric conditioner wafting today…?

MULTI-TALENTED
PERFUMER FRANCIS
KURKDJIAN has been
the perfumer of choice
for countless designer
brands including
Burberry, Kenzo, Elie
Saab and Carven. But
his signature line Maison
Francis Kurkdjian now
offers a detergent
and fabric conditioner
to match his Aqua
Universalis fragrance,
whose olfactory
description – echoing that of the eau de parfum – cites
generous quantities of Sicilian lemon, Calabrian
bergamot, jasmine and Moroccan rose absolute, on
a base of light and musky woods. We caught up with
Frances to ask him about this unusual product side-line.
Explains Francis, ‘At first, the creation of a fabric care
line was to fulfil my personal needs and use! My line is
for everyday laundry: from jeans to t-shirts, socks and
underwear, towels and linen – for both machine and
hand-washing. The idea came because as a consumer I
used to spend time trying to match my washing powder
and softener, odour-wise. I thought it was a nonsense not
to have matching scents for laundry.’
Happily, this gifted perfumer is known for liking a
challenge. ‘When I came up with the idea, I’d never
scented washing products before – so I learned from
other perfumers how to do it, seeking advice and
expertise. I wanted a fragrance that conveys a sense
of clarity, sun, fresh air and luminosity – so I used
the scent of Aqua Universalis (one of my worldwide
bestsellers) – but I had to change the formula to adapt it
to laundrycare basics.’
Today, even though production’s
constantly ramped up, ‘it’s still always
out of stock!’ Francis isn’t surprised.
‘I believe that the art of living is
made up of infinite details that
render life more agreeable. There
can be great pleasure in those
small details; one of my friends
who uses my Aqua Universalis
Fabric Wash and Softener for bed
sheets told me ‘it’s like dreaming in
the clouds!”’ Luxury, he concludes,
can be everywhere. ‘Even in your
laundry products…’
Maison Francis Kurkdjian Aqua
Universalis Detergent (options for
bright and dark colours) and Aqua
Universalis Fabric Softener, €32
each (enough for 20 washes)
franciskurkdjian.com
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